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Abstract
In order to study the behaviour of the different clustering techniques,
experiments are conducted in this paper by using the tools GeoSOM suite and
GAM v4.0. Spatial clusters were produced from the Indian administrative data
set by using the GeoSOM methods available in GeoSOM suite and by GAM
v4.0 also. Quite a number of interesting results are obtained and comparative
study is made. Some of the important conclusions are (i) GeoSOM suite not
only is easy to use, but provides a wide range of powerful tools that enable the
user to detect patterns that are hard to find by using other methods. (ii) It
constitutes a useful environment for exploratory geospatial analysis, even if the
particularities of the GeoSOM algorithm are not used and (iii) GeoSOM in real
world problems does produce clusters that, while defined by non-spatial
attributes, are geographically compact. Finally it is concluded that GeoSOM
happens to be the best among the tools in predicting effective and efficient
results. It is amazing to note the drawbacks of GAM v4.0 clearly thru our results
which will certainly help the future researchers also.
Keywords: Spatial Data Mining, Spatial Clustering, Hierarchical Clustering,
Geodata, U-matrices.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The advent of remote sensing and survey technologies over the last decade has
dramatically enhanced our capabilities to collect terabytes of geographic data on a daily
basis [1]. However, the wealth of geographic data cannot be fully realized when
information implicit in data is difficult to discern. This confronts GIS scientists with an
urgent need for new methods and tools that can intelligently and automatically
transform geographic data into information and, furthermore, synthesize geographic
knowledge. It calls for new approaches in geographic representation, query processing,
spatial analysis, and data visualization [2] [3]. Information scientists face the same
challenge as a result of the digital revolution that expedites the production of terabytes
of data from credit card transactions, medical examinations, telephone calls, stock
values, and other numerous human activities.
In this context a generally accepted definition of data mining and knowledge discovery
is given by Fayyad [4] et al. as: “the non-trivial process of identifying valid, novel,
potentially useful and ultimately understandable patterns in data. The collection of data
usually referred to as the database, contains information relevant to an entity Such as
an organization, enterprise etc. The primary goal of a database system is to provide a
way to store or retrieve database information that is both convenient and efficient.
Geodata are different from traditional types of data in key ways. Among the most
important differences is that geodata are high dimensional (highly multivariate) and
auto correlated (i.e., nearby places are similar). Auto-correlation is a feature to be
exploited (e.g., it allows predictions to be made about places for which there are no
data) but it also prevents application of standard statistical methods. Some geospatial
data contain distance and topological information associated with Euclidean space,
whereas others represent non-Euclidean properties, such as travel times along particular
routes or the spread of epidemics.
Digital representations of geospatial data are moving beyond the traditional, wellstructured vector data (geometric shapes that describe cartographic objects) and raster
data (digitized photographs and scanned images) formats. A more common
conceptualization of geographic reality is based on the field and object representation
models. The field model views geospatial data as a set of distributions over space (such
as vegetation cover), whereas the object model represents the earth as a surface of
discrete, identifiable entities (e.g., roads and buildings). Some geospatial entities are
discrete objects, whereas many others are continuous, irregularly shaped, and inexact
(or fuzzy). For example, a storm is a continuous four-dimensional (4D) phenomenon
but must be represented in digital form as a series of approximate discrete objects (e.g.,
extent, wind velocity, direction), resulting in uncertainty, errors, and reduced accuracy.
An integrated conceptualization combining the field and object perspectives is
increasingly important and necessary to represent, for example, a storm as an object at
one scale and to model its structure as a field at a different scale. The characteristics of
geospatial data pose unique challenges to geospatial applications. The requirements of
a geospatial data set such as the coordinate system, precision, and accuracy are often
specific to one application and may be difficult to use or integrate with other geospatial
applications. Spatial data mining tasks are considered as an extension of Data Mining
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(DM) tasks [5] in which spatial data and criteria are combined. These tasks [6] aim at:
(i) summarising data, (ii) finding classification rules, (iii) making clusters of similar
objects, (iv) finding associations and dependencies to characterise data, and (v) looking
for general trends and detecting deviation. They are carried out using specific methods,
some of which are derived from statistics and others from the field of machine learning
[7]. The problem is that the implementation of all those methods is not straightforward
and right now, there is a lack of spatial data mining tools.
Here, we point out one major difference between traditional data mining and spatial
data mining that is the notion of spatial relationships. These spatial relationships
correspond to the spatial join operator and could be resolved by using “join index”.
A spatial database is organized in a set of thematic layers. A thematic layer is a
collection of geographical objects that share the same structure and properties. A theme
can represent a road network, and another can represent towns. This allows to
selectively using the relevant themes for a specific purpose [8].
The aim of Spatial Data Mining is to extract knowledge, spatial interactions and other
properties that are not explicitly stored in the database. This process inherits from
traditional data mining which could be performed by “a set of tools that allow extracting
automatically or semi-automatically interesting and understandable knowledge (rule,
regularities, patterns, associations etc.,) from a database”.
Since traditional data mining methods [5] do not support location data or the implicit
relationships between objects, it is necessary to develop specific methods for spatial
data mining. As it is well known, geometric data and processing are more complex than
traditional ones. Spatial applications also generate a huge volume of data. For these
reasons, calculating these spatial relationships is time consuming. One major problem
is to optimise analysis methods by taking into account the huge volume of data and the
complexity of spatial relationships.
The requirements for mining geospatial data are different from those for mining
classical relational databases. The reasons for this are the special properties of spatial
data: high dimensionality, spatial autocorrelation, heterogeneity, complexity, illstructured data and dependence on scale. A spatial database stores a large amount of
space-related data, such as maps, pre-processed remote sensing or medical imaging
data, and VLSI chip layout data. Spatial databases have many features distinguish them
from relational databases. They carry topological or distance information, usually
organized by sophisticated, multidimensional spatial indexing structures that are
accessed by spatial data access methods and often require spatial reasoning, geometric
computation, and spatial knowledge representation techniques.
Spatial data mining refers to the extraction of knowledge, spatial relationships, or other
interesting patterns not explicitly stored in spatial databases. Such mining demands an
integration of data mining with spatial database technologies. It can be used for
understanding spatial data, discovering spatial relationships and relationships between
spatial and non-spatial data, constructing spatial knowledge bases, reorganizing spatial
databases, and optimizing spatial queries. It is expected to have wide applications in
geographic information systems (GIS), geomarketing, remote sensing, image database
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exploration, medical imaging, navigation, traffic control, environmental studies, and
many other areas where spatial data are used. However, extracting interesting and
useful patterns from spatial databases is much more difficult than extracting
corresponding patterns from traditional numeric and characterized data due to the
complexity of spatial data types, spatial relationships, and spatial autocorrelation.
II. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
The difference between the unsupervised clustering and the supervised classification is
that in the case of supervised classification the instances are assigned to predefined
classes, whose descriptions are obtained from the training dataset. The grouping in
clustering is obtained solely from data generated without any involvement of training
data [9]. Clustering algorithms can be either hierarchical or partitional [10].
Hierarchical clustering produces a nested structure of partitions, while partitional
methods produce only one partition of data. Clustering can be hard, which allocates
each data instance to a single cluster, or fuzzy (also called soft clustering), which
assigns degrees of membership in several clusters to each data instance. Some
clustering methods are based on the notion of density: these regard clusters as dense
regions of objects in the feature space that are separated by regions of relatively low
density. Graph-based clustering methods transform the clustering problem into a
combinatorial optimisation problem that is solved using graph algorithms [9], [11].
Hierarchical clustering organises the clusters in a hierarchy. The root cluster represents
all data instances available and is split into several subsets, each of them a cluster of
items more similar to each other than to items in other subsets. These subsets are then
split recursively using the same method. The hierarchical structure of clusters shows
the nested partitions of patterns and the similarity levels at which the partitions change.
Hierarchical clustering algorithms can be either agglomerative or divisive.
Agglomerative algorithms begin with each data instance as the smallest possible
clusters and then successively merge the clusters together until a stopping criterion is
satisfied. Divisive algorithms begin with the complete dataset as one large cluster and
perform splitting until some stopping criterion is reached.
Clustering is one of the most useful tasks in data mining process for discovering groups
and identifying interesting distributions and patterns in the underlying data [12].
Clustering problem is about partitioning a given data set into groups (clusters) such that
the data points in a cluster are more similar to each other than points in different clusters
.A clustering procedure could group the customers in such a way that customers with
similar buying patterns are in the same cluster. Thus, the main concern in the clustering
process is to reveal the organization of patterns into “sensible” groups, which allow us
to discover similarities and differences, as well as to derive useful conclusions about
them. This idea is applicable in many fields, such as life sciences, medical sciences and
engineering [13].
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III. METHODOLOGY
The present work employs the following clustering methods for the data set considered.
GeoSOM: GeoSOM is an adaptation of SOM to consider the spatial nature of data. In
GeoSOM, the search for the best matching unit (BMU) has two phases. The first phase
settles the geographical neighbourhood where it is admissible to search for the BMU,
and the second phase performs the final search using the other components. The general
idea is that instead of defining a fixed geographical neighbourhood radius where
clustering is admissible, that neighbourhood is indirectly defined by fixing a
neighbourhood in the output space. In areas where data density is high, a given k-radius
in the output space will represent a rather small geographic neighbourhood, meaning
that we will only allow clustering of data that are quite close by [14].

Fig. 1 GeoSOM suite architecture
Fig.1 shows the general GEOSON suite architecture. The GeoSOM suite is
implemented in Matlab and uses the public domain SOM toolbox [15]. Basically, it
consists of a number of Matlab routines (m-files). A stand-alone graphical user interface
(GUI) was built, allowing non-programming users to evaluate the SOM and GeoSOM
algorithms, and explore them with basic GIS tools. The above figure shows the general
GeoSOM suite architecture that consists of: (1) access to spatial and non-spatial data;
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(2) Matlab runtime components, SOM toolbox and GeoSOM routines; (3) a graphical
user interface (GUI) and; (4) the routines that produce the output views. These views
consist of geographic maps, U-matrices, component planes, the hit-map plots and
parallel coordinate plots [16]. The GeoSOM suite allows multiple analyses to be shown
at the same time. For example, one may use several different SOMs and GeoSOMs on
the same dataset, and visually compare the results. The GeoSOM suite’s main
functionalities are: (1) present spatial data; (2) train a self-organized map using
the standard SOM or the GeoSOM algorithm; (3) produce several representations
(views) and (4) establish dynamic links between windows, allowing an interactive
exploration of the data.
Different representations of data allows the user to analyze it from different
perspectives, making interpretation easier. Presently, GeoSOM suite includes the
following views: Geographic map U-matrices [17], Component plane plots Hit-map
plots, Parallel coordinate plots Boxplots and histograms. U-matrices are calculated by
finding the distances in the input space of neighbouring units in the output space. The
most common way to visualize them is to use a color scheme or a gray scale to represent
these distances. In this case, black represents the highest value while white represents
the lowest value. Low values in the U-matrix (shown as white areas) are an indication
that data density is high, thus there is a cluster of data. High values in the U-matrix
(shown as dark areas), are an indication that data density is low, thus there is a
separation between clusters.
Component planes [18] are another SOM representation where each unit gets a color
based on the weight of each variable used in the analysis. A component plane exists for
each variable showing the units’ weights for that variable. By observing the component
planes one can see how a given variable varies along the map. This may be useful, for
example, to understand what characterizes each cluster. By comparing two or more
component planes, one can visually identify correlations between variables, both
globally and at a local scale.
GAM V 4.0: The Cluster Hunter program gives us several ways to analyse clusters in
our data. This paper will take us through one analysing data with GAM. It should be
noted that Cluster Hunter is an incomplete experimental program and behaves as such.
The software was originally developed in online format for the "Smart Spatial
Analysis" project. While the original version is now offline, we can still read more
about how the system works and what it does on the project pages.
GAM: Cluster hunting software (v4.0)
The Cluster Hunter program gives us several ways to analyse clusters in our data.
It should be noted that Cluster Hunter is an incomplete experimental program and
behaves as such. [20]
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Cluster hunting is the term used to apply to a family of techniques that involve
computationally intensive search procedures for point- and zone-based cluster
identification. [21] They aim to identify clusters based on the spatial arrangements of
incidents combined with basic information on the background population. They then
search for clusters (areas of unexpectedly high incidence) by exhaustively examining
all possible locations on a fine grid covering the study area. One of the most well-known
of these techniques, GAM, is best described in the authors’ own words (from
the GAM web site):
“The Geographical Analysis Machine (GAM) is an attempt at automated exploratory
spatial data analysis of point or small area data that is easy to understand. The purpose
is to answer a simple practical question; namely given some spatial data of something
interesting where might there be evidence of localized geographic clustering if you do
not know in advance where to look. [This may be] due to lack of knowledge of possible
causal mechanisms, or if prior knowledge of the data precludes testing more hypotheses
on the same database. Or more simply put, you send GAM a geographically referenced
point or small area referenced database and it will indicate where there is evidence of
localized clustering and how strong it is”
Currently most of the proprietary GIS software systems lack sophisticated geographical
analysis technology [3]. Attempts over the last decade to persuade the system
developers to add spatial analysis functionality has so far failed to have much visible
impact. The traditional arguments seemingly still apply; viz. no strong market demand,
fear of statistical complexity, lack of suitable GIS-able methods, and a deficiency of
statistical skills amongst the GIS system developers.
Various solutions to this dilemma have been suggested and tried out; in particular the
development of spatial statistical add-ons tied to this or that GIS and the development
of standalone statistical packages with either basic GIS functionality or easy linkage to
one or more GIS systems. The problem is that these systems mainly serve research
needs whereas most of the potential end-users of geographical analysis methods are not
researchers in academia but involve the far larger numbers of global GIS workers.
Typically these end-users want easy to use, easy to understand, easy to explain methods
with all the complexity hidden away from their gaze. They are not necessarily
statisticians and may not be trained in any spatial science. Yet these are the potential
applications oriented end-users of geographical analysis tools.
There is a need for the development of user friendly methods need to be developed so
that spatial analysis is no harder to apply than any other part of the GIS tool-kit.
Unfortunately the potential users have no good idea of what tools they need because
they may not know what is available or what is possible. Additionally, there has been
considerable Ten years ago GAM/1 was a mixed blessing! It was praised by
geographers as a potentially major development in useful spatial analysis technology.
However, it was severely criticised by some statisticians, in part due to their ignorance
of the geography of the problem and partly due to potential deficiencies in the statistical
testing employed in GAM/1. Additionally, the software for GAM/1 was never
distributed since it was not easily run and its dependency on a supercomputer severely
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restricted its usefulness. GAM/1 did have some good aspects. In particular, it was
automated. Prior knowledge of the data which would invalidate hypothesis testing was
rendered irrelevant because the method had no prior knowledge, unlike human
investigators who once they view a map of the data are instantly in a post hoc hypothesis
testing situation. GAM also looked for localised clusters at a time when most spatial
statistical methods mainly concentrated on global (whole map) measures of pattern.
Additionally, GAM was a search technique and its search for local clusters was
geographically comprehensive and it treated every location in the same way, whereas a
deductive approach focused only on those locations where one or more a priori
hypotheses were to be applied. GAM was thus unaffected both by prior knowledge of
the data and ignorance of where to look for clusters, because it looked everywhere.
GAM also incorporated a mechanism for handling data uncertainty arising from
imprecision in the location of the point data. However, there were also some technical
problems with GAM/1 [22]. In particular, there was the issue of multiple testing and
various concerns about whether the statistical tests for pattern were appropriate. With
time many of these criticisms faded.
There are three further difficulties. First, there is not a single dominant GIS so any
spatial analysis technology likely to appeal to end-users has to be what might be termed
“GIS invariant”. It has to be compatible with all of the world’s current GIS systems
otherwise the majority of users will never be able to use it. Second, most potential endusers may need to be convinced by data trials and tests that a geographical analysis tool
is worth using on their data and in their unique operational-institutional-organisational
setting. These tests have to be capable of being easily performed since this is probably
the principal mechanism for the diffusion of spatial analysis tools. If potential users can
obtain at no expense and little effort potentially useful results on their own data then
maybe the case for adding spatial analysis functionality to the GIS tool-kit will be
greatly strengthened. Finally, any successful methods have to be available in a platform
independent form so it can be moved subsequently on to local user systems.
IV DATA SET DESCRIPTION:
The data set used in the present investigation for our clustering example will focus on
an Indian administrative data set. GADM is a geographic database of global
administrative areas (boundaries).
% no of instances = 2300
% no of attributes = 19
% Variable definitions
ID
ISO
Name
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ID_1
Name_1
ID_2
Name_2
ID_3
Name_3
Shape_Length
Shape_Area

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
CASE 1: USING GeoSOM
This section contains the results of the experiments conducted on an Indian
administrative data sets mentioned earlier. This data set consists of 2300 instances with
19 attributes. As mentioned earlier, the main objective of the present analysis is to
predict the test clustering that will enable to take effective decisions.
Fig. 2 presents a screen-shot of the GeoSOM suite tool. The main window contains a
table of attributes and a tree view pointing to all the views created.

Fig 2 : GeoSOM suite main interface, with a tabular view of the dataset
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Fig.3 Dynamically linked views created by GeoSOM suite - the geographic map.
U-matrices are calculated by finding the distances in the input space of neighbouring
units in the output space. The most common way to visualize them is to use a color
scheme or a gray scale to represent these distances. In this case, black represents the
highest value while white represents the lowest value (Fig.3 to Fig.5). Low values in
the U-matrix (shown as white areas) are an indication that data density is high, thus
there is a cluster of data. High values in the U-matrix (shown as dark areas), are an
indication that data density is low, thus there is a separation between clusters.

Fig. 4 Dynamically linked views created by GeoSOM suite - U-matrix
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Fig. 5 Dynamically linked views created by GeoSOM suite - U-matrix without hits
Another possible view in the GeoSOM suite is the hit-map plot. This representation is
usually superimposed on the U-matrix or on the component planes, and gives
information about the number of data items represented by each unit, i.e. data items
with the same BMU (Fig. 6). It can be used to see how a certain set of data points are
mapped on the SOM, gaining more information about the clustering structure.

Fig. 6 Dynamically linked views created by GeoSOM suite - U-matrix with hits
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The use of dynamically linked windows promotes interaction with the data, allowing
users to analyze data from different perspectives. Observing the U-matrix (Fig. 7) the
first thing that emerges is that on the right hand-side we have a lighter area separated
from the rest by a vertical dark region. This means that the units in this area form a
cluster.

Fig. 7 Dynamically linked views created by GeoSOM suite - U-matrix with hire
clusters
VI. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
CASE 2: USING GAM v4.0
This section contains the results of the experiments conducted on an Indian
administrative data sets mentioned earlier. This data set consists of 2300 instances with
19 attributes. As mentioned earlier, the main objective of the present analysis is to
predict the test clustering that will enable to take effective decisions.
Fig. 8 presents a screen-shot of the GAM V 4.0 tool. The main window contains a table
of attributes and a tree view pointing to all the views created.
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Fig. 8 Different statistics parameters in GAM

Fig.9 GAM results for Indian administrative data sets
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Fig.10 GAM results for Indian administrative data sets

Fig.11 GAM results for Indian administrative data sets

Fig.12 GAM results for Indian administrative data sets
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VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper experiments on Indian administrative boundaries are conducted to study
the behaviour of the different clustering techniques by using the tools GeoSOM suite
and GAM v4.0. The data set comprises 2300 instances with 19 attributes. Here, we
presented GeoSOM [19] suite as a new and efficient tool for exploratory spatial data
analysis (ESDA) and clustering. It is observed that the GeoSOM, by explicitly
considering spatial autocorrelation, is able to detect spatial homogeneous and
heterogeneous areas. These heterogeneous areas are regions where, although spatial
attributes are related (data points are close to each other) non-spatial attributes have
little correlation. GeoSOM suite implements several visualization features, all
dynamically linked, allowing a strong interaction between user and data, and thus an
improved understanding of the data analysed is possible to compare both methods
through several views such as U-matrices, component planes, parallel coordinate plots,
etc. Four main conclusions were drawn from this analysis as explained in the previous
section.
The present comparative study reveals the following points: GeoSOM suite not only is
easy to use, but provides a wide range of powerful tools that enable the user to detect
patterns that are hard to find using other methods. It constitutes a useful environment
for exploratory geospatial analysis, even if the particularities of the GeoSOM algorithm
are not used. A second important conclusion is that, Geo-SOM in real world problems
does produce clusters that, while defined by non-spatial attributes, are geographically
compact.
Finally it is concluded that GeoSOM happens to be the best among the tools in
predicting effective and efficient results. It is amazing to note the drawbacks of GAM
v4.0 clearly thru our results which will certainly help the future researchers also.
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